
METAL: FOIL TO KNIVES

CONCEPT

Most mineral resources
can be used in many
ways.

LEARNING OUTCOME
The students will learn
that metals are made
from minerals.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
Science, Social Studies,
Art

SKILLS/PROCESSES:
classify, compare, discuss,
construct, create, observe

KEY VOCABULARY:
living, nonliving, metal,
molding, shaping,
malleability

MATERIALS:
aluminum foil, small
objects of different shapes
and textures, living and
nonliving things for
classification, ore samples
(optional) 

Background
Early man used tools made from living things—pieces of bone and
horn shaped as hide scrapers, sewing needles, and fish hooks. As
people learned to separate metals from rocks, bronze and iron re-
placed horn and bone in tools. Metals are stronger and are easy to
shape without breaking than once living materials.

Preparation
The children should understand what rocks and mineral resources
are. They also need to understand the difference between living and
nonliving things.  If necessary, bring in leaves, animals, fruits or
vegetables, and a variety of rocks for students to sort.  Rip off sheets
of aluminum foil about one foot (30 cm) long for each student. For
younger students, cut foil into smaller squares.

Learning Activity 
Ask the students the following questions to assess their knowledge
of the subject and to stimulate their interest in the activity:

Are our tools made from living or nonliving things? Do you know
what metal is and where it comes from?  What do we use it for? 

1.  If students are not clear on the difference between living and
nonliving things, have the children sort various items into
“living” and “non-living” groups.

2.  Discuss how early man used bones, horn and stones as tools to
cut and scrape hides, meat, and plants.  Why didn’t they use
metals? (They did not know how to obtain them from ores.) If
you have access to ore samples, show them to students, noting
how the metal is not always obvious, and must be processed.

3.  Explain that special kinds of rock are taken from the earth to
make the things we need.  Also, that if we cannot grow some-
thing we need; we get it from a mineral resource.

POINT OF INQUIRY

How have tools changed
over time?
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4.  Discuss with the students metal and its uses, from butter
knives to screwdrivers. Let students give other examples of
tools made of metal.

5.   Discuss how some metal is malleable, like gold and aluminum
in the form of foil or thin sheets.  Form aluminum foil, noting
how metals can take on many shapes. An interesting demon-
stration of malleability is to have a students volunteer come to
the front of the room and press a sheet of foil over their face,
molding the shape of their nose, chin, glasses, etc.

6.  Give each child some foil (sheets or pre cut squares).  Instruct
them to press foil squares gently over small objects in the
room and notice how the foil takes on the shape of the object.
Students can trade their shapes with other children and see if
they can tell what the foil was molded around.

7.  Let students roll the foil into tubes.  Twist and mold it to make
bracelets, rings, or chains.  Ask:  How many other ways do we
use metal wires or cylinders? (jewelry, cans, pipe, springs, etc.)

8.  Gather the used foil and tell where you will reuse or recycle it
and why.

Check for Understanding
Have the students find other metal objects and discuss how they
were formed.  

1.  Have a brief scavenger hunt through the room or magazines to
find as many metal objects as possible.

2.  Discuss how the objects were formed.  Are they made from
tubes or wire, cut out like cookies, pressed like the foil, or
molded?  What other ways of forming metal can you think of?
How do these metal objects help us in our lives?

To Know and Do More  
Look at the inside of an old clock or radio.  Stress safety with sharp
pieces.  See how metals are used inside objects to make them work.

Use aluminum foil as the base for a sculpture of a person. Give each
student 3 sheets of aluminum foil approximately 12" x 16" (30 x 38
cm). These three sheets will be gently wadded up to form the three
basic parts of the human body. Part one forms the legs by gently
squeezing the foil together length wise.  Part two forms the arms in
the same way.  Part three froms the head and trunk.  Attach all three
parts together with making tape and fine tune the shape of the
human body.  Remind students that the human body is 7 heads in
length.  Shape as desired.  Cover the sculpture completely with
masking tape or paper mache and attach the figure to a block of
wood with tape.  Paint with flat black paint and decorate with flo-
rescent paint as desired.

FOR YOUR
INFORMATION

Egyptians began using lead
over 5,000 years ago for art
work, coins, and weapons.
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